A seagull that can fly the highest
can also see the farthest...
Team JonaSun has so far pursued to make people's lives
beautiful.
To offer hairstyles loved by everyone, and to help create
a future where everyone can live beautifully...
Our team is tackling both.
We believe that people around the world can live
comfortably on our beautiful earth.
<Little JonaSun> is striving toward such a future.
Think about the earth!!
You are beautiful!!

Q&A
Q 1 JonaSun specifications
A: Total length: 4 m; Total width: 1.5 m; Total height: 1 m; Vehicle weight: 147 kg;
Cruising speed with one passenger: 80 km/h
Solar cell output: approx. 600 W
Fuel cell output: approx. 600 W (when cruising)
Q 2 Team profile
A: The team was established in 1994. Hisahiro Yamamoto is one of the founding
members of WSR, which is one of the worldﾕs three major solar car races. Taking
advantage of this, he actually manufactured a solar car and participated in the race, and
has continued to do so up to now. Primary team members comprise staff members of
the beauty salon "mode studio Q" and their friends.
Q 3 Activity history of the team
A: Since 1994: Has participated in the World Solar-Car (WSC) Rally in Ogata, Japan every
year since.
1996 & 1999: Participated in the WSC. Won second prize in the private class in 1999.
Summer 2001: Crossed the Eurasian Continent with the solar car.
2003: Began manufacturing Little JonaSun and decided on fuel cell hybridization.
2007: Completed the vehicle and began running with the hybrid setup.
Q 4 History of the hybrid solar-fuel cell car
A: In 2003, a fuel cell section was newly added to the WSR solar car race that has been
held since 1993 in Ogata village, Akita Prefecture, Japan. A hybrid solar-fuel cell car was
manufactured by integrating the solar car technology thus far cultivated to this fuel cell
section; Tamagawa University was the first to realize the new system. The vehicle from
Tamagawa University had already crossed the Australian continent, proving its ability.
The fuel cell and hybrid sections of the WSR still produced a large number of
challengers, especially students.
Q 5 Relationship between hair design and JonaSun
Making the earth beautiful leads to making human beings beautiful.
<Natural dry affirmation>:
We, as beauty artists, confront environmental burdens by using driers and chemicals,
etc.
Therefore, we advocate that beauty artists around the world refine their skills to
promote natural dry hair.
In addition, team member Hisahiro Yamamoto, who designed JonaSun, completed
RAZARTE after spending 20 years on its development. RAZARTE is a hair cutter for
professional beauty artists that has won the Japanese Good Design Award, and is best
suited for creating the natural dry look.
JONASUN proudly displays the RAZARTE logo as a message of the natural dry promotion
to beauty artists throughout the world.
Each person needs to do what he/she can...
Q 6 More information about JonaSun
A: JonaSun team
http://green.jonasun.com/english.html
Race of fuel cell section
http://www2.ogata.or.jp (in Japanese)
Hybrid technology information at Tamagawa University
http://tscp.tamagawa.jp/shc/

